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I In this paper the algebraic transportation problem is introduced which covers besides the 
I I liitchcook and the time transportation problem several other wges of transportation problems ol 
practical relevance. To solve this algebraic transportation problem admissible transformations 
are considered and characterized. Thereupon a transformation algotithm is described +which is a 
“‘~@k‘i;ali~~tion~ of the&tngarian method for the classical transportat ion problem as well as of a 
threshold metho@ for time transportation problems. 
The trumprtatian p0Zytq.w P can be described in the follow.ing way. Let M and 
n be given integers and ai (1 - z e l 6 m), bj (I G j s n) nonnegative reai numbers. 
Without loss of generality we can assume 
2 ai = f bj 
ix 1 j=l 
Now P is defined as set of all nonnegative x E Ry ‘” which fulfill 
r)_ 
r & Xjj = cli (i = l,Z,. . . ) ml 
j:*l 
-7 x.. = bj dd y (j=1,2 ,..., n). 
3 =I 
In the Htckcock transportatioiz problem a sum objective has to be minimized 
subject to (1): 
rzegatlve real numbers or equal to +a. Several authors (Garfinkel 
mmer fg], Swarc [lo]) investigate the following time transportation 
L 
iI2 IIlEX Cije w 
x E P xii x.l 
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transportation 
transportation 
Q l&p= I $j, if Ct= Z(X), O&j\,,., - 
c 3, othewise, 
the time-cost transportation problem can be written in the form 
I* (6) 
max ci 
Xf,>O 
le;i$n ( i 7 ? $,{X) l Ci i*Pl *_1 * e 
,%ll given examples are special cases of the algebraic transportation problem 
(AT’P), Wrhich will be described in Section 2. In Section 3 a few pruperties of the 
underlying algebraic system are derived. In Section 4 admissible transformations 
are introduced and an important transformation theorem is proved. Thereupon 
these results are used to state an algorithm for solving ATP’s in the next section. 
It will be shown that this algorithm finds an optimal solution for the ATP in a 
finite number of steps. It can be viewed as a generalization of the Hungarian 
method for the classical transportation problem resp. of a threshold method for 
time transportation pr&iems. An example will then be given which illustrates the 
algorithm. 
In a similar way assignment problems were treated algebraically by IBurkard et 
al. [2]. For general network flow problevs a somewh;llt different approach has to 
e ur;ed since they cannot be solved ‘*I’ a simple transformation algorithm like 
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[11, 121 generalizes these ideas for problems with matroidal restrictions. Recently 
an augmenting path method for solving algebraic transportation and assignment 
problems was developed using weakIy admissible transformations (Burxtard and 
Zimmermann 151). 
2. The algebraic traqortation problem 
Let (S, *, G) be a commutative ordered semigroup with neutral element. e, that 
is 
(S, *) is a commutative semigroup, (‘7) 
(S, G) is (totally) ordered, 
ash implies Q*C Gb*c for all CE S. (9) 
Further the following reducibility (divisibility) axiom has to be obeyed in S: 
If a s b then there is an element c E S with n * c = b. (10) 
If M is d nonnegative integer we denote the composition of PI identical elements a 
by a” with the convention a*= 6. Now let R be a subsemigroup of ii+ which 
fulfi& also (10) with (R, +) replacing (S, *) . 
AYI outer composition Cl : R x S * S has to be defined which fulfills the follow- 
ins axioms 
Distributive laws: 
crO(a*b)=(aEla)*(cKlb) holds for all CXER, a, bd, 
(at+~)Oa=(arCla)*(~Cla) holds for all a&zR,a~S, 
nOa=a” for nE RnN, ad, (12) 
n~at<n+l~a”~arOa~a”+’ forcl!ER,aES andnEPJ. (13) 
(12) implies 00 a = e and (13) implies c&Ie=e and cLla~e for aae, CYER 
arbitrary. 
The cost coefficients of the ATP are now elements of S anfci the variables x,, 
have values in R. According to our assumptions 
is well defined. We replace the sc:f of feasible solutions (I ) tw P, : = P 1’3 R”’ “. if fm 
example R = N all solutions of the transportation problem are integer valued by 
definition. The algebraic transportation problem has n13w the form 
min [x Cl c] 
XEFR 
(id, 
escribe which algebraic qslems lead to our evarslples (2)-l 6). 
ertl(aI, a& = I (-0% 0) if a=O, (a,,txa,j if cw>O. 
It can easily be checked that again all our axioms (7~(13) are fuWed. 
IIn the next section we will study the underlying general aigebraic system !,n 
more de tail. 
~TI thf; sequel it will be necessary to know some basic properties of the 
underlying algebraic structure. Most c$f the properties of this section are aircady 
4town in [2]. Those elements a E, S play an important role in optimization 
zGgorithrr_s, which let unchanged the present objective value. Therefore we define: 
Let a E S. The slet of all elements domincrted by a is defined by 
doma:=(bcS: a*b=a). 
ff S is fur example the positive cone of a group, then we get dam Q = (e} for all 
a E S. Yet for the system (15) we get 
dam u =(b: bra). 
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are easier and faster to solve than problems with a sum objective, since the 
algorithms terminate if a solution is found the transformed cost coefficients of 
which belong to dom t, where z is a lower bound on the objective values (cf. part 
2 of the proof to Theorem 5.2‘t+ The larger the cardinality of dom z the more it is 
M&y that such a sohrtion can be found. 
Two conwuences of (9) (10) and the definition of dom u are: 
dom Q sdom (u * b) for all h E S. $3) 
a 6 b implies dom a E dom b. (19) 
A second important notion is that of positiviry. An element a E S is called positive 
with respect to b, if 
a*bbb (20) 
holds. The set of all positive elements with respect to 6 is denoted by pos 6. 
Again a consequence of (9) is the following property: 
aEpos6 implies a Epos b*c for 
Further we get 
a E pos b \ dom 6 implies a > e. 
Proof. Since a # e, assume a < e. Composition 
tion to our assumption a *b > b 
all c E s. (21) 
(22) 
with b yields a * b < b in contradic- 
Now it can be shown (cf. [2]) that dam a and pos a are semigroups of the same 
structure as S. 
hpdth 3.1. Let a E S. The qets dom LY and pos a are commutative semigroups 
which furfill (IO). 
l 
Roof. The conditions (8) and (9) are obviously fulfilled. Now let x, y t: pos ~1. 
Then 
and equality holds, if x, y E dom a. Therefore we get (7). To examine (10) let x ~5 y 
and z E S such that 
x*z=y. 
If x=y, we put z:= e, since c E dom c1 c pas a. Thcrcfore let x -C y. 
If x, y E dom a, we get 
and :herefore z E donz il. 
xLdom a, y&dom a, Let c E 
min(a*b)= a*min b. (23) 
Pro&. Let bO be the smallest element of IS. ‘Then (9) yields a ;k &+ u *b for ail 
&EB. 
For solving AIR “admissible transformations” can be used. This concept was 
first introduced by Burkard et al. [2] for salving algebraic assignment problems. 
Le,! Cii (1 s i s m, 1 s j =G n) be the cost i:oefficients of an ATP. A transformation 
C-.! pip cj is G&X! admissibk, if there is an elemc nt z E S such tltvnt for all x 6: PR 
(24) 
kz~lds. t is a:n index of the adctissible trzu~sformation, 
It fo~t~ws immediately that the composition of an aldmissible: tnwfosmatian 
‘Tj : C,j - ifij with index Z? with an admissible tratjsfc*rmation T2 : i$ - Fii with index 
Z? k again an admissible transfonnstion c i “Zfj \I ith TIMEX 2, * ~2. 
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The idea of the algo-:+h ~~.._m f or the solution of ATP’s will be the followinq: Start 
with qj E ~0s e. Carry out admissible transformations until a feasible i E PR is 
found with * <&j ClZii) E dom 17, and C& E POF Z. S’~C Il.-e then according to Proposi- 
tions 3.1 and 3.2 every x E PR has an object&e value *z, x’ is an optimal solution. 
To study the form of admissibie transformations fct transportation problems we 
consider the associated network flow problem. Let G = (V, E) be the underlying 
graph with node set V={s, t, i,, . . . , i, jl, . . , in}, where s is the squrce and E is 
the sink. The arcs of E have the following capacities and the following costs are 
at* trz &!emz. 
A solution x E P corresponds uniquely to a maximal F,ow f from s to t. We denote 
the set of all maximal flows by PF For any fe PF the corresponding x E P is 
obtained by 
&j:=f(i, j) (1 GiGm,lSjSn). 
According to (25) corresponding x E P f7 R”‘” and f~ PF n R(“+l)(‘l+l) yield the 
same objective value 
* * &jUCij = * f(i, j)aCij. 
lsl4m lSj9n (WEE 
A cut (A, B) in G is a partition of the node set V such that s E A and t E B. The 
capacity of a cut is defined by 
if 31, E A, I; E B, 
C(A, B): = 
ak + x b, else. 
ilEA 
Further we define for any subset E’c_ E: 
f(A, B; E’): = c f(i, i). 
iEA.jEB 
ti.jkE 
If E’ = E, we write shortly f(A, B). 
A well-known lemma from network flow theory states now the following: 
Let (A, B) be an arbitrary cut and B’ = B \{ t}. Then we get 
proposition 4.1 is not true for generti network flow probIems, as is shmm in Fig. 
1. 
. 
Fig. 1 
The capncities are attached to the arcs. .A minimal cut in G’ is A = {s}, 
I3 = {x, y, t, u, w} with value 1. The, chain flow (s, u, x, y, w, r) is maximal wita 
value 3. Therefore there is a f~ PF with 
3=f(A,B; E\E’)#(v *-C(A,B))+f(B’,A)=2. 
Now we can show the following transformation theorem 
Theorem 4.2. Let G = (V, E) be a transportation etwork with capmdtim according 
to ( 15) and a CM function c : E-, S. (S, * , s, U) is a semigruup ju&IZing (7H 13). 
G’ z z ( 7, E) is a partial network of (3, defined as in Pmpositran 4.1 with cut (A, B) 
apzci crct wlue v. Further v* is the value of a maximal flow in G. We define 
E” : = {(i, j): i~lfTA,jkhM3) 
c:= min { Cij : (i, i) E E”} 
Tlreo c,) - C ,i, defined by 
ci j = c * Eij for (i, j) E E”, 
"i j =c,pc furidfV3,j~Jf7A, C29) 
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Pmof. We partition the set E in E”, E’” and E” with 
E”: = (B’x&nE 
E”:= E \ (E” u E”). 
Then the s>jective function can be decomposed in the following way 
vUc]= * (f<i j,clC,,)* *. (f(i j>&j)* * (f(k j)ClCij). (30) 
(i.j)eE” (i,j)e E” i,j)EE”” 
For (i, j) E E” we get c G Cije Therefore there exist Cij with c * Zij = Cij according to 
(10). Now we get from (11) 2nd (28) 
* VU, j)OcJ = * (f(i, j)O(C *Gj)) 
(i.j)e E” 
Therefore we get from 
IfOc]=((IP- 
(i,j)eE” 
= * (f(i, jrOc)** (f(i, j)OEij) 
E’ E” 
= * cf(& _i)OZij) 
E” 
*((~fW;)oc) 
= * cf(i, jjOEij)*((u*- u)Oc)* * 
E" E'" 
(29) and (30) 
v)oc)** (f(i, j)OE,) 
E 
ifik j)O 4 
5. Tranaformlktion a@withm 
Theorem 4 2 can now be used to solve ATP’s in the following way. Without 
10s~ of gene] ality (cf. Remark 5.7) we can assume Cij E pos e for 1~ i =S m, 
l< js n. We perform now the following steps: 
Step 1. z:== e. 
Step 2. E’ : = {(i, j): qi E dom z} (E’ is the set of admissible arcs). 
Step 3. Determine a minimal cut (A, Bj in G’= (V, E’) with value t’. 
Step 4. If v = 2r*, terminate. Every maximal flow in G’ yields minim:il costt;. 
Otherwise go to 5. 
Step 5. E”:=((i,j): icInA,jE.JnB} 
c := min {Cij: (i, j, E E”}. 
Step 6. Perform an admissible: transformation in G’ = (V, E’) with index 
(U”- v)Llc. 
Replace z : = z * ((I+>* - ~43 ) and go to 2. 
a&f, *@).‘*xb prove &,e finiteness we can neither ref(:r to the Archimedean 
p~9my-f :i~~~~~~, ;wr %O <+tbq_ @xqptian plrroperty of btflt=!~ck probl-s. 
a&&&&:+~ &&t& io use 8 ~~~b~~~~cwid argument. We carry cut the labeling 
n&h~$&%&&&&q & m&&M 864 in, 6’. Then after labeling either a break- 
throig& tiir a a&&e~k~hcau~ oc~rs~ A&x a nanbreakthruugh w ich leads to a 
&t (A $3) we perfdrm an a&&Me kk#om?ation. We claim that the old flow is 
a flow in the new arcs E’. Fkst of all, c@ti z&dam z *((v*-- u)nc) by (18). 
‘I’hqx~sf~m if ( i9 j? was adr&sibIq before &d . i& = Cfi, then (& j) is still admissible 
after the transformation. T$is is.the cqse for d1 admissible arcs in /I x A and 8 X B. 
tics h A x 3 were inadrqissible, and hence flawless before the Transformation. 
Arcs in R x A were fluWk$s~ because (A, I!3) was a minimal cut. This proves the 
ckkn,. and consequently the new labeling can bit started from the: old flows and 
old labels. But now ahe neyqsts, of the am ~edixing the minimum in step 5 c;m 
be M&n as z, i.e., these ares become new admisskle and can be used to label 
more vertices. Ther,?fore only a fin&e npqber of nonbreakthroughs can occur 
successively before a b?&&ough occ& Z&Q P) increases. 
On the other hand there is only a Mite number of @ow valuers for maximal 
flows in partial networks, since their number is finite. ‘Pher&ore the algorithm 
terminate9 after a finite number of steps. 
(2) ‘To prove the optima&y of the final solution we show first 
If qj E pos z holds for all i, j and c is determined 
accordiq; to Theorem 4.2, then Eij E POS z’ l&h 
2 = z*((e”- U) D c) holds for all i, j. 
(31) 
To show (31) we consider the foilowing two cases 
!c1Qsc I: (4 j) E E”. Then cii a c and qj = Cij * C with C”j E FrJ5 Z aWX&ng to &OpS- 
itim Xl. Nence (31) follows from (21): pos 2 rpcs 2. 
~Gzsie 2: (i, j) E E’. If cij E POS z, then (31) implies Cij E POS Z. For i E B, j E A we get 
1: *Z > Z. Composition with cii yields Zij * ,Z =cij*c*Zaqi*ZaZ :\nd therefore 
r,Eposzzpos~. 
Therefore an a.dmissible transformation from t+ G pas z leads always to Eii E 
d@S z-. In the partial network which allows a flow f with value u* we have 
(1 -iadding to the definition af E’ in point 2 of the algorithm and according to (121, 
P Yoposition 3.1 and Prop&ion 3.2: 
since according to (ES) any other maximal flow jc’ has the cost 
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and [faZ]~poo z by Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 we get [f’lJc]~ z. Thet,efxe f is a 
, 
maximal fiow with minimal costs. 
Corlg&ary 5.3. If R = N the algorithm terminates after at most (m -t 
bie h aasfonna tions. 
Proof. Acc:ording to part 1 of the previous proof there are at 
admissible transformatiorx between two breakthroughs. -4t every 
n)v* admissl- 
most (m -i- n) 
br zakthrough 
the objective value incretLses a) least by 1, therefore there are at most u* E N 
breakthroughs. 
R~twk 5.4. The algorithm can be accekxated by performing the followin,n initial 
Itcr nsforma tions. 
For 1 s is m perform the following ;:dmissible transformations. Define A : := 
(s, i}, B : = V\ A, Ci : = minISi_ ,, ci, ani1 E” : = {(i, I>: 1 s j s n}. After these m 
admi$:sibIe transformations we have 
Z I= * (UiUCi) 
1SiSIm 
and eij>:e for l~i~m lcj~~t. 
TO show the latter we arrange the coefficients cij, i fixed, 1 G j s n increasingly 
CSil z= c.. s l l l s c.. 
Y2 ‘In 
and get therefore 
& = c.. - <- YI _Cij~d* “~~ij.. 
After perfornqing these transformations for all i E i, they can be applied in an 
3nalogo~:s manner to every jE J. 
Remark 5.5. The algorithm reduces to the Hungarian method for the classical 
transportation problem. It reduces to the second (threshold-)dlgoritihm of 
GarfinkeI-Rae f7] for time transportation problems. 
Remark 5.6. The algorithm can be applied to time transportation problems, even 
if the arcs (i, j) have cap icities <m. The reason for this lies in its threshold nature 
(cf. Edmonds-Mkerson [6f?. 
A small example shall illustrate now the performance of the given a!!gorithm. 
Let us solve the following time transportation related to an example of 
Hammer [9], where the am(>unt of e bm:eneck time, ~~~~~1~~ 
e followi ‘0 p,i:13t”-c0s;4 p”“?blm WJBI-! t+nes t,; -” 
.*. 
I ,.I 
_. 
: 
* _hj:;.- “ 
‘.. 
.’ ./ ._^ 
,, . 
The start transformations yikld z = (?j:) and the ft :rHowing reduced 
v&h are d&&at@ by + a& repSaced. by. Q , To ja! &fy this we have 
ill tbki p&rtic%far~ &&grQUp CJj kbom 5 ‘inplies ‘i+ ~dom c. But thi 
consequence of (19), sir& in the ukderlying semigr ‘3up always c > z 
wsts. costs 
to show that 
s is a direct 
holds. 
A ~~aximal flow in G’= (V, E’) (correspnnding to a minimal covering of the 
O-elements in the matrix above) has the value 91 and leads to the fq>llowing 
X = (Xi,): 
We perform again an admissible transformation with c = ‘;“) and get 
Further we get the following reduced cost cofkients. Mote that the prel ;ous 
&3mkat~A element (:I;$ becomes now again strictly .2.-prlsiiive. 
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Gj . 
\ 1 _ . C[i 
0 
--- 
IJ 
In the corresponding pai tial network G’= (V, E’) we find now a flow with 
v = 104, therefore we get the optimz.1 solution 
The optimal time is 45 and 44 units are shipped in this time. 
I tkank the referee for many worthwhile remark _s and suggestions improving 
this paper. 
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